edges synonyms edges antonyms thesaurus com - harriett noticed pale blurred lines on the edges of her lips the edges and corners of the box were carved with most wonderful skill close and crimp the edges nicely and fry the rissoles in butter, vertices edges and faces - vertices edges and faces a vertex is a corner an edge is a line segment between faces a face is a single flat surface let us look more closely at each of those, mit haystack observatory edges - edges 21 cm system meeting agenda edges experiment to detect the global eor signature see also the mit edges memo series and the asu edges memo series edges is a collaboration between arizona state university and mit haystack observatory funded by the national science foundation nsf, edge definition of edge by merriam webster - noun they peered over the edge of the roof the fabric was frayed at the edge he made us all nervous by standing so close to the edge of the cliff she sat on the edge of the counter swinging her legs